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HOW TO STOP ROT, RORTS & RACKETS

with 4,000 ABC reported CBA customer victims!
MUM'S WAKE (UPCALL)

A SHAREHOLDER HOME MORTGAGE (SHMS) SCAM.
Ada May Bright RIP 16-09-19 to 08-10-14,
Case No's 803040160 & 380929.
THE CBA ALARM CAME WITH A 'NO COMMENT'.
Senator James McGrath must act to ensure the CBA CEO Ian Narev’s
Senator
McGrath

PROMISED SENATE SOLUTION.

Formally a federal and QLD Community Cabinet / Supreme Court ordered mediation,
discovery by a 3 step procedure order.
With 7 Supreme Court Judges failure to solve this case, 'Shed Happens' have offered hope.
The hope is to support our battle for bank customer service reform
to CBA investment scammers.
To stamp out Criminal Code Sect. 200 & 205, with
'abuse of public office' and 'obstruction of justice'
to protect bank victims from mistakes, which provides a cover to organised crime.
This is known as Criminal Code Sect. 391 & 399, or as the Shed Happens flyer explains
“WHAT'S YOUR BATTLE?”
HEAR CHAMPION BLOKES CHAT about
“GOOD & BAD, HAPPY or SAD.”
www.shednight.com for your local shed.
PROGRESS SO FAR:1. a/ We agree on the terms and conditions of the Fair Trading Act, with the ACCC LBB of Scams
available free at your local Police Station. Page 16, gives the top scam reported as a fake billing
scam. My Mum's conditions were, if she did not pay this fake invoice for $47,692.97, as a
shareholder home mortgage condition, (better understood as a bikie extortion demand,) then
Mum would lose her home!
b/ Therefore our Windsor Craig Solicitors, refer Tiffany French 07 54412044, will explain why Mum
created a 'family trust', with the help of my son Aran. Their motive, to try and stop our extended
families HEHS superfund being affected by rot, rorts & rackets.
c/ This started with the CBA Credit Manager Grahame Ledwidge's (GL's) rot or excuse to close our
bank account, stating “Breast cancer and divorce is a death sentence.” NO! This was just a
setback with a broken family, business and superfund partnership.
2.

a/ After 10yrs of counselling by Dr. Frank Walsh, a Clinical Psychologist, (his key statement, “I
cannot solve your legal problems, etc”), Relationships Australia, the Salvation Army men's
group and numerous Church groups, I was invited by my cousin Mark Bishop, to join the Wombat
Club (restricted to 14 members). These were great blokes, but with a possible 14 shouts at the bar,
it was normal to finish up drunk.
b/ As Shed Happens member, Trevor, reported Ph 0421901737, “This is when your real
problems start.”
c/ Hence, working in the healthcare industry and running AMA and Pharmacy Guild seminars, I
saw no sense in alcohol, recreational drugs or killing myself. Our original Healthequip sponsor
since 1969, ex-Minister for Welfare, Terry White will confirm this fact.
d/ I learnt as a child in bible studies “The world may seem a strange place, but just remember
to keep the faith.” The Nambour court Registrar, Andrew, reminded me “It's the love of money
that is the root of all evil.” Therefore, never trust a money lender. As proof, study the Badja Pty
Ltd, 1% shareholder free gift scam used on my Mother.

3.

a/ My good fortune was to be contacted by an Army Colonel and Judge, Pat Shanahan, on behalf
of the QLS law reform. This was due to 14 Judges failing to solve our case. Shanahan
explained “Out of 14 cases put in front of me, yours is the best case for law reform.”
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b/ Consider Shanahan's solution “You must prove abandonment is fraud.”
c/ The first rule to every 'Shed Happens' experience is to listen to Ian (Watto) Watson and his team
(the best). Ian rang me and gave me advice, to study their program to gain support for the ABC law
reform. Clearly the ABC lead the way with 'Shed Happens', 7:30 Report and 4 Corners.
d/ With an Army, Navy & RAAF family background, I am used to being given orders from both my
Uncles and Father and more importantly to act on these orders or else. I watched Dad rehabilitate
from WWII with basket weaving and making leather goods at Greenslopes Hospital. I was just old
enough to understand the insanity and confrontation of war. Dad's favourite saying was “Learn
from other people's mistakes.” Therefore, thanks to the QLS model to first defend the law, our
first Solicitor, Adam Sambrook, told me how Rob Wilson, our Head Contractor, planned to run the
'Site Solutions protection racket'. This racket was only possible due to the CBA
mismanagement of our subdivision loan agreement.
4.

a/ The CBA gave me a fraudulent loan agreement. As proof, ask the CBA for a copy. Justice
Margaret White will explain the CBA contempt of court details that were ignored by her. As proof,
GL wrote “The bank does not give disclosure to bank business.” This is proof of Shanahan's
direction, refer C.C. Sect 399 “Abandonment of Crown evidence is fraud.” The CBA rort was to
have me sell our 22 block proposed subdivision without title and deposit, as an obvious mistake to
gain approval for our bank loan. I gained both QLS and QPS advice; in a nutshell, Police cannot lay
criminal charges before the event. To reinforce my argument, I was taught as a 15yr old High
School student, by my mate Barry Carlton. His Father was Controller General of Prisons. Both
huge men 2mtrs tall. Barry would tell me stories of his Father. With a new prison inmate, his Father
would enter their pen (cell) and give the prisoner the option of the first punch. If the prisoner threw
the first punch, Barry reported, his Father would beat them up. If not, the prisoner was considered
to be a broken man.
b/ Working in the healthcare industry, I was approached by an AIS coach for help to reform prisons
into correctional centres. The old approach of confrontation, to lock them up, beat them up and
throw away the key has changed to the crime, control and correction model. To offer hope
through mediation, to correct the prisoner's bad habits. Like 'Shed Happens' to find the cause,
broken relationships, the feeling of abandonment, as in our case, Jan's fear of dying with breast
cancer. This ripped our family apart, as my son, Aran confirmed, he was too young to fully
understand.
c/ I'm the first to admit I am not perfect, but I had a life changing experience. I went back to (district)
cricket at 38yrs of age. I said to my coach, Barry Plant aged 56, “I hate my Dad”. I thought he was
too hard on me. Barry said, “I would have thought at 38yrs of age you would have grown up”.
That was the turning point of my life. There is nothing more precious than to listen to older men, to
learn to trust a Father and son relationship. My question is; how can you reform your wife's
confrontation, who kept telling her children “Take no notice of your Father, I never did”? I found
in writing a book, you cannot win against a Mother's love of her children. They become illogical,
Jan saw confrontation as the solution; I saw teamwork as the answer.
d/ As Dr. Frank Walsh explained “Tell Jan the value of both.” To mean, “It’s okay to have both a
family and a family business.”
e/ Working in prisons, mental health wards and special schools comes as a shock. I feared for my
life! As proof, every piece of fitness equipment had to be bolted to the ground to prevent it being
used as a weapon. Loose weights and bars are of extreme danger and were banned based
on prison riots.*** As a prison reform consultant I was taught natural justice. To let the crime run
its natural course, record the details and if all else fails lay criminal charges.
f/ Therefore, we ran a $10,000 EPA (EHPA) test case for Justice Muir to expose a sabotage and
extortion racket, known as the 'Site Solutions protection racket' in the building and construction
industry.
g/ Both Premiers’ Beattie and Newman promised a solution with a press release. Fortunately the
Editor, Sunshine Coast Daily, Bill Hoffman, on 14-06-2014 ran the editorial that stated the Qld
Govt. loses an estimated $1.25b each year in rorting in the building and construction industry. Our
Justice Muir's test case shows how the 'Site Solutions protection racket' works. Just remember
the basics of sabotage via insider trading with the intent to pay kickbacks and bribes to gain
obvious QDPP / QPS protection.
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As proof, our ex-QDPP Barrister, Davida Ellen Williams, is the first Barrister to go to prison for the
past 70yrs. This case is only the tip of the iceberg. We need to reform the law, to introduce the full
International Racketeering Influenced Corrupt Organisation Act (RICO) program.
h/ Yes, I was given the task by the QLS and QPS, to volunteer this $1m budget. The need to
consider all options, as GL put it “We never said you were a fool.” The previous Police Comm.
Bob Atkinson said “You're not broke, why don't you just retire on the Sunshine Coast and live
on what money you have left?” So please explain, what of our superfund victims, they lost on
average a minimum of $125,000 each.
i/ As a now senior citizen, I am limited to a 10yr plan, as they say, retirement is the longest holiday of
your life. Today we offer hope with counselling; being a victim has taught me not to give up, not
to abandon all victims of crime. As Chris Watts, GL's boss said for the CBA “You have a big
thing about teamwork.” By law, this is known as a class action, because in most cases the
individual cannot afford the million dollar plus legal costs.
5.

a/ I volunteered this $1m law reform budget because I was told the official QPS reason for not
exposing the 'Site Solutions protection racket' was, quote, “This is a civil matter outside the
control of the Qld. Police.” So as standard law reform procedure, explain why I paid $30,000 to
Brad Jones, a rogue Civil Engineer, to run the 'Site Solutions protection racket' for Wilson? My
goal is to expose organised crime on construction sites.
b/ As standard QPS procedure; if we are to be used as Crown witnesses, the QPS have to be sure
we are of sound mind. Four times the QPS Risk Management has tried to prove my ex-Manager,
Gary Armstrong and myself are of unsound mind, but have failed.
c/ Under the direction of Ministers McArdle and Powell, via the Speaker Fiona Simpson, our
current Psych report from Dr. Hudson-Jessop stated “Shit happens.” Hence the obvious battle
for 'Shed Happens'.
d/ The Police excuse for not laying criminal charges is that they require new evidence to reopen
this case.
e/ Consider my Son Aran and Daughter Belinda's input, Aran said “Do you believe me?” I said
“Yes! I do believe you,” but it does not change the facts. To mean, he did not know his mum was
having sex behind my back. My ex-wife was sleeping with her lover for up to 4yrs, 1992 to 1996 and
would come home tired and exhausted and say to me “Do not touch me.” Yes! Jan did not have
the sex drive to satisfy two men. Aran has just explained his version of events; my Daughter's
excuse was, that she was not that stupid to get pregnant and was on the pill. She started going to
sleep-over parties at age 13. It turns out it was little boy and girl sleep-over parties. Aran at 17yrs of
age was there. At the time, I explained to Police that Belinda was under age, but I was told as a
Father there was nothing I could do. The end result; I never saw Belinda from 16 to 30yrs of age.
f/ Now much of my depression is over, I have a new partner of 8yrs and a new bank in Suncorp.
Aran asked me what is normal? I replied “You do not sleep with 13yr olds.”

6.

a/ Mum's wake was definitely a wakeup call. As an only child I am lucky to have the support of an
extended family, but as they say, you only live once. If we do not resolve these CBA mistakes, like
the prison and rape victims, we become damaged goods, so I will keep my promise to my Mum. I
must report Mum spent her last 14yrs of life worrying that the money lenders with the aid of bikie
extortion and intimidation, would steal her home. Therefore:b/ I will work with our family trust to expose the crimes of our ex-QDPP Barrister, Davida Williams.
Davida was known to the CBA for her 6 bank $1.3m scams, and was blackmailed by the CBA to
destroy our CBA loan agreement to gain a plea-bargain, with no jail term. Davida, however, was
forced to confess guilt and was given a 6mth jail term in an attempt to keep her mouth shut and not
expose the crime cartel. The CBA endorsed scam was for Davida to work for $20 p/h instead of
the usual going rate of $3,000 to $4,000 a day. A scam my previous Solicitor Reg Kliedon, Prof.
Pathè and my current Solicitor are aware of was too good to be true. Prof. Pathè promised “I will
not let you down,” but believes even with her support “You will not get justice.” Proof of
abandonment is covered in the Criminal Code, but has never been written into law as the law of
abandonment, to complete the 3 step procedure. As requested, by our Senior Qld. Court
Administrator, Justice John Byrne. He warned, if I am not telling the truth, I face a 5yr jail term.***
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7.

a/ It's obvious Tiffany French, our new Solicitor needs help. I believe Women's Lib law expert Zoe
Rathus will tip the scales of justice in our favour and ensure Tiffany's success.
It is standard procedure to ask questions during question time at seminars, but I was told Zoe had
run out of time for my questions. I trust Zoe as a Woman's Liberation expert, to act on behalf of our
family trust, to safeguard our Mother's home and all other Mothers from all ACCC style scams as
listed.
b/ Zoe has the support of the ATO 'whistleblower', Ref: Tax Evasion Team Leader, Tony Coburn,
where the ATO estimated their tax loss for our HEHS superfund at $460,311. This is in line with
Shanahan's finding that the money trail and 14 Judges with 7 Supreme Court Judges, MacKenzie,
Muir, White, Byrne, de Jersey, Chesterman and McPherson's court transcripts will solve this
case.***

8.

a/ Fraud has two meanings, by law or the literal term to trick, cheat or deceive. Hence, if none of the
above makes sense, you have been fooled like half of the QDPP and QPS. Therefore, we can
explain the obvious, how our superfund profit was stolen.
b/ The need to study Valuers, Accountants, Civil Engineering, BCC Site Inspectors and ATO
damages reports, never seen in court. As explained by District Court Judge, Charles Brabazon to
Davida as quote “Not the way to do it.” Brabazon was not aware that Davida at the time was a
known criminal to more than 6 banks and was blackmailed to destroy our case!
c/ If we do not have the profit to our 22 block subdivision, then find where that profit went and you
can solve this 'Site Solutions protection racket'.

9.

a/ We will take you through the steps where up to 20 scams have been used to steal the profits
from our superfund, then to go to the next step to try and steal my Mother's home. If you still do not
understand, take the court Registrars Bne. and HP Supreme Court mediation advice. Study the
Vexatious Litigants, Fair Trading and CMC Acts. Also consider, the Police Asst Comm.
'whistleblowers' advice to use the 'Judicial Review Act' to discover:b/ How can a Judge rule on a case when our legal counsel was led by a known criminal to the
Commonwealth Bank? We will prove how the CBA was entrapped and forced to protect the
crime cartel.***

10. a/ Davida's 6mth prison term was designed in the hope this QPS, CBA investigation would be
closed, but thanks to the Storm Investment scam this has exposed many banks to investment
scammers. Remember, instead of the QPS taking action, we were told by Asst. Comm. Pat
Doonan's Staff Officer, Insp. Ray Loader “If you had paid the Head Contractor Rob Wilson
$200,000 (or given him 2 blocks of land) the Head Contractor would have stopped trying to
beat you up.” Adding “Better you had paid.” (The obvious protection money.) Therefore,
Doonan under the direction of Comm. Atkinson gave a formal apology to me for 'abuse of public
office', in fraudulently closing this case.***
b/ So here is our battle; where our local Members of Parliament and staff want to help but cannot
supply a list of the 4,000 reported CBA victims (but Senator McGrath can assist this Senate
investigation), in support of this class action to upgrade CBA crime prevention and customer
service. This is in support of the QPS effort to endorse the ACCC / Fair Trading Act, LBB of Scams,
which has been totally ignored by Scamwatch, PESC, CMC (CCC) and ASIC. Footnote: It took the
Salvation Army 20yrs to apologise for the rape of a ward of the State. The rape started when she
was 4yrs of age, by a Salvation Army Major, still alive, at now 81yrs of age. But the DPP have so far
failed to lay charges. All victims have to live with the battle of sleepless nights and ongoing
nightmares. Therefore, when this case is solved, I can then explain to all sons and daughters,
this is a normal 'Shed Happens' story of broken lives.

To

WE CAN SOLVE THIS BATTLE WITH YOUR SUPPORT.
Ph: (07) 5478 5906
FOR NEWMAN’S
JUSTICE FOR ALL.
brights@live.com.au

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.
CRIME PREVENTION IS THE SOLUTION

www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560

